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Violent has affected me to not trust anyone in car that pulls up to give me a ride. So many times I hear on the news teenagers like me are adopted by some men in the car because they wanted a ride. Not ever likely are they kids are find alive. So when some strangers pull up to give me a ride in a cold winter day I refuse for one thing I don’t know you also I have been warn not to talk to people I don’t know. I don’t want to end up like other kids that get into strangers cars and end up missing or dead.

The cause of youth violent is when teenagers try to fit in with the cool kids. We live the world that everyone wants to fit in with the kids that everyone hangs with and wants to be around with. Sometime some kids will do any thing that cool kids tell them to do because they want to be like them. If everyone can be themselves there will be no violent and we all can live a peaceful life. The cause of youth violent also comes from watching violent movies and video games that show kids how to use guns or other violent material things. Kid thinks they can do the same thing they see in the movies because they want to try it but the outcome of that matter can cause someone to lose their lives. One day I was on my way to the store I saw three boys smoking and they had a bar can in their hands. I thought to my self just walk away and don’t look at them but it was hard because they were the same age as me which shock me the most. They think they can do all those things because they seen people doing it on television so it okay if they do it. Also people use youth violent in a way to protected themselves in their neighborhoods and in school because of gang bangers.

There are so many ways to end youth violent. For example no teenager under age must not be allowed to use gun anywhere beside in the army. Also when kids are put in sports and other activity the increase in youth violent will go down because they will not have time to focus on killing but practicing how to become a good sportsmanship. People need to take a good action in helping kids that thinks violent is a form of proceting yourself from bully or those who wants to hurt them. There are some things you can do to avoid all those drama and focus on how to in prove in your education or become a better person in life. Hang with people that shared the same interest as you and talk about dreams that you hope to achieve.

This is an fiction even thought it really happens in some part of the world.